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who is pure experience



Pure  Experience will always exceed your expectations, because high standards, creativity, and

experience - that's what defines us. With our thorough and methodical approach we bring all of

the details together by combining your big ideas with our professionalism, and adding a

generous dash of innovation. The result of our efforts is fantastic and memorable events of

exceptional quality!

It is the source of pride to have the team composed of true events experts. Thanks to our

unrivalled dedication, our clients always have a peace of mind knowing they are in the safest

hands. With the true event experts on-board, we can deliver a spectacular result by taking care

of the event management to make your job easier. 

 

 

ABOUT  US
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The expert team of event managers and professionals with profound experience in the

Middle East, and UAE in particular, can take your events to a whole new level. We can take

care all of your event planning needs – big and small. Our expertise extends to Events

management, Modern furniture, Freelancing & leading projects, VIP Hospitality services,

Branding and banners, Weddings and parties, and Tent’s Fit-out.

Every event we manage is special to us as it is to you. With a strong team of individuals and

large knowledge base of the event industry, Pure Experience can assure their clients and

make their vision a reality. 

 

KNOW  US  MORE

 

 

We believe that every great event starts with organized details while executing them

brilliantly! We offer a variety of options to assist in making your events as perfect as you have

imagined it! Whether it is just consulting and assisting with decor or planning the entire

wedding, we customize our packages to your needs. Pure Experience is dedicated to

presenting exceptional service and extraordinary programs for every client.
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C O M P A N Y  W I T H  A  L O N G - T E R M  P E R S P E C T I V E
 

Our story begins back in the day when entertainment industry started collaborating with the

corporate events sector, specializing in the events management.

Ambitious and eager for success, we decided to combine skills and experience and create Pure

Experience to be a fresh, modern and energizing Events Company that would provide both

corporate and private clients with an outstanding service. The entire team’s imaginative

approach and an eye for the design detail are unparalleled and that what makes us stand out

among our competitors.

HISTORY

 

 

We achieve this by creating and delivering memorable experience and by providing

superior world class event services. Our delighted customers recommend us to their friends

and family, venues and suppliers refer their clients to us and our employees feel proud to

say they work with us.
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   O U R  S T Y L E  O F  I M P L E M E N T A T I O N
 

SMOOTH EXECUTION
CREATIVE IDEAS  

PROVIDING SOLUTIONS  
LEADING PROJECTS  
ON-TIME HANDOVER

 

The expert team of event professionals can take your events to the whole new level.

 We are happy to take any sort of roles which our clients desire.

 

With inimitable skills our team can bring all your wildest ideas into life. From top to

bottom we have our set of guidelines to and fro to the clients from the initial

requirements to the handover, which undergoes certain procedures.

HOW  WE  WORK
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EVENTS MANAGEMENT

PROJECT LEADERS

FREELANCING PROJECTS

BRANDING AND BANNERS

WEDDINGS & PARTIES

VIP HOSPITALITY SERVICES

TENT’S FIT-OUT

EXHIBITION STANDS

MODERN FURNITURES

TENTS STRUCTURE

CAR PARKING SHADES

TENSILE STRUCTURE

MOTORIZED PERGOLAS

SERVICES
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E V E N T S

M A N A G E M E N T  

Pure Experience being one of the leading companies in the events sector is located in

Dubai. We have created the best impressions for years. We love our work, which is why

we keep up with the latest developments in our field and try hard to meet our

customers' satisfaction.

Pure Experience is staffed by professionals from different countries, whose local

knowledge, supplier portfolio and extensive experience in events planning can provide

ideas for creative events, in unique locations, offering attendees unconventional &

gratifying experiences that will last in their memory and will benefit to the image of the

company.
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P R O J E C T  L E A D E R S

& F R E E L A N C I N G

P R O J E C T S  

Train a team how to handle projects and events. Our team has a wide experience handling a

lot of events, festivals, concerts &  exhibitions. Our management has dealt with events industry

and leading projects in UAE and KSA and some GCC countries. For the last 5 years we have

been handling a lot of projects in the Middle East including temporary structures and halls,

Permanent shades, and Tent’s Fit-outs. Thus, our team has a perfect  experience in

productions, leading, organizing and freelancing.

Pure Experience can offer services to lead projects upon the clients' request. The team we can

provide is able to handle and coordinate projects if needed. Throughout the years we've had

the pleasure of working with top-tier Clients, who value not only the excellence in design, but

also the genuine connection with people.
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B R A N D I N G

&

B A N N E R S

Pure Experience is being the specialist in event branding,  signage and way finding for

events. Our design team has a profound expertise in designing the branding for

conferences, trade shows & events.

The experience that we possess will manage a perfect fit for every event. With a wide

network of reliable partners in the event sector, we help show and congress organizers

with finding their right design and banners to host in.
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W E D D I N G

&

P A R T I E S

With the assistance of the experienced team of organizers, Pure  Experience has a rich

history of serving clients with the highest expectations all over the world. Clients who come

to us to plan their weddings, demand elegant, fun and stylish occasions, which are

flawlessly delivered, no matter how complex the requirements are.

When it comes to planning parties around the globe, our reputation precedes us as we do

our best to facilitate any request from our clients. We cater for religious and non-religious

ceremonies, and aim to provide unique, memorable events for all of our clients. Explore

what we can do for your big day, from intimate celebrations to lavish multi-day events.
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V I P  H O S P I T A L I T Y

S E R V I C E

Hospitality Services has evolved to become the industry's leader. Pure Experience's

mission is to continue developing its activities and initiatives to further promote the

best in bringing the top notch services to the high end level.

We do our best to coordinate the delivery of the required services so that every big or

small occasion would go as smooth as possible, leaving only the best memories

behind. 
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T E N T ' S  F I T - O U T  

Tent’s Fit-out is developed all the way through from the initial design

concept to its installation. Our in-house design team works closely with the

customers to turn their briefs into a reality. Whether it’s branded areas,

ambient decor or temporary structures, Pure Experience has the ability and

inventory to fulfill all the need aspirations.
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M O D E R N

F U R N I T U R E

With many years of experience ahead and a highly proficient team, we support our

clients all the way from planning to implementation and deliver quality of the highest

standard that fits the budget and timeline.

We deliver semi-permanent, permanent furniture & modern furniture solutions for Indoor

and Outdoor events, festivals, art galleries, museum exhibitions, luxury retail shops,

restaurants, office revamps and commercial spaces.
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E X H I B I T I O N

S T A N D S

We customize designs and install all types of exhibition

stands, display stands, country pavilions, exhibition

banners, shell schemes, modular exhibition stands, trade

show exhibits displays, custom exhibition stands.

Pure Experience can provide with the exhibition stand

hire, trade show booths, exhibition panels, maxima

stands, stand design and the coordination with the 

 exhibition organizers.

 

We have expertise in:
 

Custom Exhibition Stands

Modular Exhibition stands

 Portable Exhibition Stands
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The Tent is designed with clear span structures, has an internal space, which is free of

internal or external support bars. You can choose different shapes and sizes from 3 to 60m

for Events, Weddings, Parties or even warehouses.

No matter what the usage is, Pure Experience can always meet your requirements.

 

T E N T  S T R U C T U R E

Clear span structures design also has characteristics for long-term use, normally described as

temporary structure rather than simple tents, they can be used for long-term storage and

commercial use. Unlike the permanently

fixed structure, our Aluminum Tent does not need any basic preparation. It’s suitable for

most ground surfaces such as concrete and grass. It is assembled in just a few days

(depending on the sizes).
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Aluminum tent adapts high strength extruded and anodized  aluminum which is in the

lightweight, corrosion resistant,  attractive and durable. Closed frame design and double PVC-

coated polyester textile, which is waterproof, cannot be affected easily by weather such as wind

and rain. Furthermore, it adapts modular design, easy to dismantle and transport after using and

can be changed to other locations for multiple installations. The size can be increased or the

shape can be changed by additional components.

In addition to the aluminum tent, we also offer a wide range of tent accessories. Mainly including

floor, lighting, tables and chairs, glass doors, solid walls and so on. We mainly provide safe & high

quality outdoor marquees used for weddings, parties, events, exhibitions, celebration ceremonies,

festivals, storages, Majlis and Back of house offices, sport events any sizes required. 

Pure Experience can make it easy for you.
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Pure Experience is one of the pioneers in Car Parking Shades in the Middle East region. We

offer different types of high- quality car parking shades for residential and commercial 

 purposes all over UAE. We use only high-quality car parking shades that are made to

perform longer and protect your vehicles from the sun rays.

 

 

C A R  P A R K I N G

S H A D E S

 

Our Car Parking Shade type can be installed individually or in series form depending upon

the specified plan layout for the shade. With PVC Fabric and HDPE material our shade 

 includes variety of designs that are available in the standard size and also custom size for

client needs. Our car parking  shades products are built to withstand the harshclimates of 

 the Middle East region. They block up to 96% of the sun’s UV rays, reducing their harmful

effects on the skin and creating a cozy temperature. The fabric used in our shades allows air 

 circulation preventing heat from being trapped.
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Why do you need Car Parking Shades in UAE?

 

UAE is known for its scorching heat and daily news of car combustion during summer. As the

country is growing at a fast pace, with more and more people finding shelter in the UAE, the

number of vehicles on the roads is increasing at an exponential rate.

This pushes us to provide context for an architectural structure and a game-changing urban

landscape design – Car Parking  Shade. Pure Experience is the best Car Parking Shade supplier

across UAE.
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We aspire to produce world-class Tensile Shades structures, which are kept relatively light

in weight by deriving their structural stability from their pre-stressed shape, instead of the

mass of the material used.

Our suppliers they are perfect in building all sorts of tensile structures, and the team offers

a comprehensive range of services from load analysis, detail design, concept  design,

manufacturing, and installation to ensure that all our clients receive the best professional

service.

 

T E N S I L E

S T R U C T U R E
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All of our fabric structures are robustly constructed, fully engineered, and permanent to offer

years of practical and stunning outdoor protection from the natural elements. We can offer a

wide array of fabric options, running the gamut from silicon coated woven glass fabric to an

architectural grade PVC.

The silicon coated glass promises a longer life than other materials offered by our

competitors.All the tensioners and canopy fixers are marine grade stainless steel. Many of the

fabric structures can be cost-effectively and easily changed or adapted in size to fit within your

existing environment.
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M O T O R I Z E D

P E R G O L A S

The essential design of the structure is combined with the lightness of the fabric, thus

creating a unique style. Refined and practical, pergolas with sliding cover will be the ideal 

 choice to complement the beauty of an outdoor space. When it comes to an outdoor

entertaining, installing a pergola is one aspect that homeowners should look at closely.

The properly designed and managed shade system can protect you from the unpleasant

beating afternoon sun so that you can have a comfortable and joyful outdoor experience

with your loved ones.
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@pureexperience.events 5m ago

info@pureexperience.ae     

@pureexperience.events 5m ago

events@pureexperience.ae

@pureexperience.events 5m ago

+971 4 250 2520

Thank you 
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one of a kind


